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Breezy Fair Weather

Chemistry M.S. Degree

petttanet

Dr. Fred Harcleroad, dean of
the college and chairman of the
Academic Dean’s Council, said yesterday that an MS. degree in
chemistry has been recommended
for State Board of Education approval.

Fair IN the weatherman’s prediction for the Santa Clara Valley
today. The forecaster anticipates
little change in temperature. with
the high ranging between 62 and
(triable
70 degrees, and light,
winds.
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Juniors
Make Plans
For Prom

CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER 4,

Dr. Vasche’s Illness
Postpones Meeting

’TAIN’T THE ’KITTY HAWK’

aset
mainrDAt hletic Policy Meeting
Renaissance I Delayed ’Indefinitely’
Opens Friday

Junior Prom executive committee members will meet tomorrow
night at 7 to decide the theme of
the dance and discuss entertainment possibilities. N e v Griffin,
chairman, announced Monday.
Publicity committee members
will meet Tuesday at 3:30 pin. in
the Student Union, according to
Carol Nanney, chairman.
SOPHOMORE CLASS
Sophomores are asked to bring
a can of food and a quarter to
next week’s class meeting, according to Gay Walker, publicity
chairman. The food and the quarters will be used in the class corn
munity service project. The quarters will be used to buy a turkey.
The student bringing the most
cans of food to the meeting will
receive a prize,
SENIOR CLASS
The Senior Class worked on
plans for the dance which it will
sponsor after the Novice Boxing
Tournament on Dec. 14 at their
regular meeting Monday.
The class would like to have a
combo, composed of seniors, to
play for the dance. Any senior
musicians interested in donating
about three hours to play for the
dance are asked to call CY.5-7383
and ask for Wayne Lindsley.
FRESHMAN CLASS
A short meeting was held by
the Freshman Class Monday afternoon in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The class heard a report on the
forthcoming Soph-Frosh Mixer.and
also discussed this year’s Sparta
Camp.

Student Court Fines
Five SJS Groups
Five more campus organizations
were fined $3 by Student Court
yesterday for failure to hand in
a revised list of officers and advisers by the Oct. 31 deadline.
Sigma Pi; Tau Gamma, women’s
honorary physical education society; Student Christian Council;
Student Nurses Assn. and National
Science Teachers Assn, pleaded
guilty claiming they did not know
about the organizational mailboxes
in the Student Union.
Student Affiliates of the American Chemistry Assn, pleaded not
guilty and will be tried at a later
date along with Hillel; Conservation Club; Gamma Alpha Chi,
women’s professional advertising
sorority: and Hawaiian Club.
Alpha Delta Sigma, advertising
fraternity. and College Religious
Council will be tried next Tuesday.
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s about %%MI alai...a the ease of a helleoplesi. Designed to take
The new VTOL "Vertiplam"
off and land vertkally, hover and fly foruard, this new research aircraft WNW large flaps to turn
propeller slipstreams downward. It was built by Ryan Aeronautical Co. in San Diego for the Army,
under the technical direction of the 011ie, of Nasal Research.photo by International.

S. J. Mayor
To Lecture
On Germany

Ike Proposes Change
In Foreign Aid Budget

WASHINGTON - (UP) - President Eisenhower and his advisers
laid before Congressional leaders
President John T. Wahlquist
yesterday proposals for higher dewill introduce Mayor Robert Doerr
fense and foreign aid spending and
of San Jose, Friday at 11:30 a.m.
exchanging nuclear weapons secin Morris Dailey Auditorium. He
rets with U.S. Allies,
will speak on his observations of
The Congressional leaders were
Germany, where he recently made
told at a five-hour White House
a special tour.
conference that the administraThe mayor’s subject will be tion wants to boost spending for
"GermanyPast,
Present
a n d missiles end certain other defense
Future."
activities by about two billion dollars, and foreign aid spending by
Mayor Doerr was a representaabout a half billion dollarsto
tive American public official at a
63,940,000,000.
recent gathering of German CounPentagon officials said they were
cil of. Mayors while in Germany.
He has been to Germany on two trying to plan off -setting econothe net
other occasions. In 1936 he visited mies which will hold down
nine European countries and spent defense increase to one billion dollars--or to about 39 billion next
considerable time in Germany.
fiscal year.
living on the same street with
One confereeRep. James Van
Adolph Hitler. Ile also spent a
Zandt (R. -Pa.) --said the Conyear in Berechesgarten during
gressional leaders were told the
World War II.
administration will ask for a
The San Jose mayor is a grad- 40 billion dollar defense budget
next year. lie said accelerated
uate of SJS. He was ASB vice
mistille and at her programs
president, president of his junior
would cost "two billion dollars
class, a member of Tau Delta Phi,
plus" over this year’s defense
men’s honor fraternity, and a
budget of 38 billion dollars.
Chairman Harry S. Byrd i D.letterman on the soccer team.

Jr. Symphony Group
Plans Evening Concert
The San Jose Junior Symphony
Orchestra will present its 11th
concert tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the
Concert Hall. Robert Hare, assistant professor of music, will conduct the 78-piece orchestra.

DATEBOOK
WEDNEsDA11, DEC. 4
AFROTC Drill Team, dinner dance, 7 to 10 p.m., Moffett Field
Officer’s Club.
Delta l’prdion. Alpha Phi, exchange, 5 in 8 p.m.. Alpha Phi house.
Kappa TAU, Phi Mu, exchange, 5 to 8 p.m., both houses.
Phi Sigma Kappa, Alpha Chi Omega, exchange, 5 to 8 p.m., Chi
Omega house.
1’1 Kappa Alpha, Chi Omega, exchange, 5 to 8 p.m.. (Ili Omega
house.
Theta Chi, Gamma Phi Beta, exchange, 4 to 8 p.m., 189 S. 11th St.
Theta XI, Cinderella dinner. 5 to 7 p.m., Theta Xi house.
THURSDAY, DEC. fo
retaste; and Epsilon Eta Sigma, meeting for all English majors
and minors. speaker, Stanford Whitmore, 7.30 to 9:30 p.m.,
Student Union.
FRIDAY, DEC. 6
Alpha Phi, pledge dance, 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., Crystal Springs Country Club.
College Lecture Committee, speaker, Mayor Robert Doerr, 11:30
a.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium.
CSTA, student -faculty lunch, noon. Room 55.
International Students Organization, sponsor’s night, 7:30 p.m.
to midnight. Student Union.
Lambda Chi Alpha, dinner dance, 8 pm. to 1 a.m., Brookdale
1.ndge.
Speech end Drama, play, evening. College Theatre.
!!!!! en’s Faculty Club, dinner, 6 p.m.
SAT1’RD11’. DEC. 1
Entomology Club, Christmas party. 1 to 11 p.m.. Student Union,
Sigma No. Christmas dance, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., Havenly Foods
Sigma l’1, potluck dinner, 6 p.m., house.
Spartan Orlocel, social, dance, 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., Palo Alto Buddhist Church Gym.
Speech and Drama, May- cycnIng.’College Theatre.
Tau Delta Phi, formal initiation, banquet.? p.m. to 1 a.m., Cafe
Del Rio.
Wesley Foundation, hay ride, 7:30 p.m., 24.N. 5th St.
Natal’. DEC. 8.
Alpha pta Omega, formal pledge installation. 5:30 to 7 p
College Chapel.
Kappa Tau, Cordella Hall. football exchange, 3 ti) 6 p m.
,
Sigma Kappa, smorgasbord, house.

Va.) of the ’x -writing Senate Finance Committee said there was
no discussion of taxes and no firm
discussion of possible increases In
the 275 billion dollar debt ceiling.
Chairman .Richard B. Russell
(D,-Ga.) of the Senate Armed SerVices Committee said
Chairman
Lewis L. Strauss of the Atomic
Energy Commission outlined three
proposed changes in the Atomic
Energy Act to
permit
greater
sharing of some technical secrets
with western allies.
Congressional leaders said after the meeting that these other proposals oere put forward:
An. eXAOrtilirla
e years of
of the reciprocal trade program
which expires June 30.
--A military pay increase aimed chiefly at keeping men skilled
in science and technology in the
armed forces.

Festival time in 15th Century 1
t he lively
Florence
furnishes
background for the Speech and
Drama Department’s next play.
"The World is Round," opening a
flve-day run Friday in the College Theater.
Against this tapestry of gaiety.
celebration and young lovers’ intrigues, Armand Salactou works
out his theme of the clash of the
flesh and the spirit.
The spirit in this case is personified by the religious mystic, Savenerate.
"The World is Round" boasts a
large cast of student actors, James
Dunn portrays Savanarola and Jay
Michelis and Sally Cotton play the
young lovers, Silvio and Lucciana.
Other players are The Masked
Woman, Marlene Balogh; Mareherita, Marcia Taylor; Clarisse.
Phyllis Parmenter; Faustina. Shirley Ahern; Manente, Jospeh Markham; Brother Mariano, John Wilson; Giaccomo, Richard Johnston;
Bartholomeo, Richard Rossomme;
Minutello, Philip Upton; Underigo,
Anthony Cirone; Peasant, Charles
Cook; Cognac, Robert McNamara;
: Burcher, Wallace Landlord; and
i a (Vb.-JAMMU+ !Ins .. ...a... .
Dr. James Clancsr. professor of
drama, will direct the play. Technical directors will be J. Wencl.:11
Johnson, settings; Ken Dor s t,
lighting; and Miss Berneice Frisk,
costumes.

By BILL GODFREY
Dr. Roy E. Simpson, state superintendent of public instruction,
said yesterday that the SJS athletic policy meeting between State
Department of Education officius, Pres.Jh T Wahlquist and
booster club representatives, originally scheduled for Tuesday, has
been postponed indefinitely due
to the sudden illness of Dr. J. Burton Vasche, State College Division head.

Late yesterday, Dr. Vasche was
reported still confined to his bed
with a "bronchial infection."
In a telephone conversation with
The Spartan Daily. Dr. Simpson
said MD he was "distressed" that
the meeting had to be postponed.
but that it was impossible to hold
the conference without Dr. Vasche.
Dr. Simpson said that he has
not had an opportunity to poll
persons expected to attend the
meeting to set up a future date.
The meeting vies agreed upon
last week is hen members of the
Alumni Assn., Spar -Ten Club

that he had no idea as to when
the meeting could be held. "I was
merely told that it had been postponed indefinitely," he said.
Dick Boyd, Alumni Assn, and
Spar-Ten Club -field director, said,
"We are naturally upabt because
of the time element, but we feel
that the postponement is justified. Since Dr. Vasche is in charge
of state college administration,
very little could be decided without his presence."
Boyd has been a strong supporter of the movement to lift San
Jose State’s football team out of
its cellar position.
Emerson Moo Arendis Campbell businessman and chairman
of the Committee for a Progress
nisi. San Jose State College and
outspoken opponent of the cudathletic
administration’s
lege
is as not asallable for
comment today. He is reported
to be still stranded in the Haorillan Islands, %salting out a
hurricane that hit that area
Moeda).
Loyd said that since Arends is
sort of an unofficial "sparkplug"

for the athletic policy change
aSna’n1 47.7S1 tt lit it. 11: (’):11afigPermgertrVivteh
the ( liege Advisory Hoard sind
movement, the booster represenout
their rilft Nemesis.
ironed
would await his return
They had agreed to ask Dr.
betare pushing for a rescheduling
Simpson and Dr. t’asche for a
of the meeting. "I certainly hope.
release from the Council of State
meetCollege presidents athletic code , though.- that we can get
at the meeting.
ing set up again before the ChristPres. Wahlquist said yesterday mas holiday" Boyd said.

Gullible Students ’Snowed’
By Police Hypnosis Skit
By LOLA SHERMAN
"You are going into a deep sleep. At the count of three, you
will be in a profound trance. One. Two. Three."
Lights are low. An oriental gong is heard in the background.
Faces strain forward.

Onlookers may inspect the arm,

uhleh doesn’t

bleed.

needle in the policeVolunteers are invited to stick the
man’s arm (what a way to revenge a ticket). No one has ever accepted the challenge.
Nowthat this show has been put on at many of the girls’ boarding and sorority houses, the truth can be told.
It is a fake!

At this isnot. police majors Jerry Fiske and Gary Gertirandt have
hypnotized fellow student Kill Laster completely. Laster is stiff: he
Laster admits that it is a matter of mind over body. He tries
Rudolph Foglia, SJS graduate can be molded into any position. lie is thrown in the air and twisted.
to control the brain center, to achieve complete concentration.
now in the Woodrow Wilson Junior
Next fierbrandt and Flake place their entranced subject
Sigma, PO The act started as a joke performed at a (’hl
High Music Department, will he
across two chairs, his shoulders on one, his ankles on the other.
Ike fraternity, smoker. It was so believable that Willard Schmidt.
assistant conductor and manager.
Laster remains stiff.
head of the pollee school, took time to explain boa the hypnotism
The program will feature two
Occasionally, skeptics have been satisfied when a slight girl is
worked. Ile cited the bulging veins in Laater’s neck as en exAbraham Lincoln Iii g h School
placed on Laster’s mid-section. He remains stiff.
ample of strain on the mind.
seniors, Gwen Cereck and Carolyn
Climax of the act comes when Laster is told that he will no
Now that the cat is out of the bag, Laster can tell many of the
Morris. who are pupils of Miss
longer feel pain in his left arm. A portion of the arm in sterilized with humorous sidelights accompanying the act. lie said keeping a straight
Frances Robinson, assistant proalcohol (non -drinkable variety,: the flesh is pinched and a sewing
face often proved difficult. Ile had to underact to keep from disclosfessor of music.
needle thrust entirely through it.
ing the hoax.
The program will include "The
"Now you will feel pain," Laster Is told as the needle is with.
Secret Marriage Overture," "Suite
At the first performance, Laster felt himself- slipping off the
drawn. The arm bleeds.
for String Orchestra," "Symphony
chair. Ile knew the deception %%mild be obvious if he tried to catch
Laster
retains his stoic expreoskin. There is no sign of pain.
in D Major," "The Concerto Groshimself, so kerplunkl
so." and "Ballet Egyptian."
Then there was the time his assistant bent over while wearing
There is no admission to the protight Ivy League pants. Keeping a straight face here respired an
gram. It is dedicated to tit,
Academy Award perforinanee.
memory o f Dr. Charles hi
unaware nf the act, walked
nee a coed and tier date,
Richards, whose life was devoted
through the front door Just as the needle was going threvglt.
to creating an interest in good
she ict out a roof -shattering scream.
music in San Jos, Laster said the cohorts get to the point where they believe the
act themselves. They are hurt by skeptics.
’rhe experiment has been valuable to the police majors, according
’,aster, because it shows how confidence men can be so successful. lie any; a "snow job" can convince most of the people most of
time
associati, pi 0lessor of art, returned to his
classes today after recovering from
injuries he slatternd when two men
assaulted and robbed him of $35

Art Prof Returns
To Classes Today

Try-outs Tonight
For Yell Leaders

Stinday night.
Donoho was found dazed and
bleeding, wandering alone Skyline
boulevard, near Crystal Springs.
lie was released from a hospital
after treatment (Or head cuts and
scratches on his chest.

i.;1,1,1- Ii
-0111.: is II he hi-,
In Morris Dailey Auditorium :0
7-30 tonight, according to B. }lardy, head yell leader.

I hole to be
on alarmist, but

there’s

Any male student with mu
grade point average is eligible 1,,
try out for the four regular aipi
two alternate positions open,

Sparta Key Sale
Sparta Key, student directory.
published by the Student Public
Relations Crunmittee, will goon
hale tomoreaw.
Cost of the directory, which
will he sold In both the Outer
an Library Quads, is 50 rents.

Ili

left ’to
Christmas.
Got

THROUGH THE TRANCE-OM
Even stiffs must have their books inspected by Ted Main. of the
Library staff. The student in a tram.. is Rill Laster. junior police
tuition tiltry-DerbratinTs holding his head and Jerry Fiske pull’
the feet.

your Roos

6 -month charge

Pictures End Friday
:-,Igrolps for La Torre pictures
end Friday. according I n MrsJeanette Casten in the Student
Affairs Business Office. Last
photographs will be taken Saturday morning.

only

17 shopping dote

ready
for action?

account
II

NO DEPRECIATION

Flying Club ’Bounces in Blue’
From SJS Squadron Headquarters

Itece:nber 4 1957

pilots.
upon s
ber of private
a water .
filled ballots
o
llicensed
A
By BOB KAUTH
dl
dePpo’dnats
’Art Scholl, vice-president, has a
the judges
Bouncing about in the blue. At
Whether this was an accident or ’commerical pilot’s license and an
135 mph. And 3500 feet up from
an act ot revenge Nelson did not instructor’s rating ft
a
In
Stinson
good mother earth.
Dorothy Arnold. is club secretary
U ,
S II t
te
sit).
Voyager with a cigdrette lighter,
safest place seemed to be the and an experienced glider pilot, in
no less.
the distinction

How Long Is ’Indefinite’?

urn (.’AA

Indefinitely" is a word which worries us, especially when it is

"

combined with the word "postponed."
The combination, "indefinitely postponed" has been used for cen
furies in politics. usually meaning that no action is contemplated in
the foreseeable future. And it’s surprising to find out how long the

It’s a tong tays to go fur a
anystory. But some guys’il
thing for a -by-line."
Bill Reese is at the controls oi
the 165 HP stinson Voyager. He’s
a product of the college aviation
club, Elying 20. neer having flown
before joining the club more than
a year ago. Reese now has a privete pilot’s license, a club require-.
ment for operation of this S.300tr
aircraft.
The &mason voyager is a fourniser (seated) airplane and the

foreseeable future can be.
’In short, "indefinitely postponed" often has been used as a "kiss
of death," or as fraternity affiliates would term it, "ding."
It worries us when this term is applied to the meeting officials
of the State Department of Education andsSan Jose State administration and alumni, which was scheduled for yesterday.
(You note we use the past tense. The meeting was scheduled for
Dec. 3, but was ’indefinitely postponed" when it was found that Dr.
J. Burton Yasche, associate superintendent of public instruction, was
ill and would no+ be able to attend the meeting.)
The meeting was to have been held yesterday to air San Jose
State’s current athletic controversy, presumably with the intent of
securing greater local autonomy regarding athletic policy.
The Alumni already have expressed their dissatisfaction with the
current policy. Coaches throughout the state have done likewise by
stating that they would not recommend San Jose State to their prep
athletes. And you, the students, turned out in record numbers last
week to voice your opinion on the situation, also indicating a desire
for a change.
So, it is obvious that a large number of people are not happy
with the situation as it stands. Yesterday’s meeting was hoped to
have cleared this up. But the status quo remain:.
We do not like to think that we are getting the political runaround. And we hope that Dr. Vasche’s illness, unlike the meeting
date, is not "indefinite."
Dr. Roy E. Simpson, superintendent of public instruction, has indicated a desire to get this cleared up. All we want to know is, when?

Itssight
FIsing 240 president 04410. aud Bill Putas. Pant
president 441 the club, pictured nith stinson Voyager. the nen est
addition to the Flying tti.
-photo by Knuth.
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By RANDIE
4
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Patience is a precious commodity but it
when Presley butchers "White Christmas."

can

wear

very

thin

The Christmas Pelvis views has lipstick smears, not lights, on the
tree. Better he should have rendered his theme song, "I Had My Chest
Tatooed on Christmas Eve."
Presley’s attempt at "White Christmas" is like Cheetah the
Chimp retouching some do Vinci miniatures. The lad sounds as if he
needs artificial respiration.
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target area "
The Flying 20 plaeed second ta

the Glendale club in the 1111.1.i.
isolated oat, that the
Fly lag to is "fie of the most
the state, in adlietise clubs
dition to tieing the most act he
state college flying club in California.
With the addition of the Stinson u) the club’s squadron, the
%% ill Sarni&

membership potential of Flying 20
has increased. Club membership
has been maintained at 32 this
Femester, Williams said, pointing
out that from 10 to 15 new mem- !
bet’s are planned to be recruited

addition to having
of being the Flying 20’s only female member.
When asked if onlv aeronautics
majors jollied the club, Williams
said that every department on
campus has been represented In
the m4.mberstilp :it one time or
another,

The cost is slight. "An airplane
is as cheap to buy, operate and
maintain as an automobile,- Willrams declared. The cost of airciaft operation is, hovrever, iocreased bs insurance rates and
hanger rent, "In fact," he noted.
"the club was organized in order
to provide low cost flying training for SJS students.-

Taylortraft,
Interstate Cadet, all two -place because of the new aircraft,
65 HP aircraft.
The membership includes a num.Trimmed in yellow and blue, the
Stinson has a range of four hours of gasoline or 500 miles. It cruises
well at 135 mph.
The plane is equipped with a
17 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
low and a high frequency radio.
Club Breakfast
The VHF transmitter and receiver

MAPLES COFFEE SHOP

locilities enable club members t,
become familiar with radio pr.,

cedure and thus meet the Cis
’
I permitted Presley’s zeal to reach MP on Labor Day with "Don’t Aeronautics Administration stait
Be Cruel." My Thanksgiving reeked with "Jailhouse Rock" and I was dard tor private pilots.
not angry. But Christmas, a time of peace and mirth, should not be
it Is an extxtlent aircraft for
sacrificed at the Altar of the Leather Jacket.
cross-country flights. In fact, to
provide the more adsaneed
DIGNITY OF THE YULE
The growth and expansion of Elvis Presley has over -reached it- Mg 20 members tsith a means
for cross-country flying was the
self. All concerned with the dignity of the yule must concur.
ettorr on our behalf, and to Jim
I am not at all assured that he is not connected with New York’s pritnary purpose for the purDrennan, news editor, for the
chase of the aircraft, Frank Nil garbage scandal. Evidence at present is inconclusive.
outstanding Homecoming Edition.
hams, club ads iser, said, adding
The major powers of the world are now uniting for lite comI know the Daily can be counted
that ses erat trips are planned.
mon purpose of obtaining peace on earthand must out hear
upon in the future.
including participation in the
Presley’s "White Christmas" in hi-fi. War springs from such
Paul W. Girard, 1957
National Air Meet nest year.
trivia.
Homecoming Publicity Chairman
Commenting on air meets. Bob
:BIG JUNGLE MONEY
ASH 57442
Presley is wastefully extravagant %%lin moans and bedroom sighs Nelson, club treasurer, recalled an
incident of interest that occurred
(EDITOR’S NOTE: Will Loren ,on this disc. Big money awaits him in jungle movies.
at the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate
This is one of those records %silk+ undoubtedly will sell a
I.. Smith please come to The
Air Meet last year at Glendale
million, and it might be a clahnie idea for us to buy’ onethen
!Spartan Daily Office and stirs ’
College. During the homb dropbreak it. It’ll take awhile, hut together, we could erase a black
his Thrust and Parry letter.)
ping exhibition, one of the crews
mark from the blackboard of the world’s greatest democracy.

Complete Luncheon .
Dinners

from 30c
75c
95c and up

Open 24 hours a day -- 7 days a .4.4-,4-14
BANQUET ROOM AVAILABLE

Thrust and Parry
Special Thanks
Thrust and Parry:
I may be late, but nevertheles,
I would like to take this opportunity to thank every member of
The Spartan Daily for his cooperation in publicizing the Homecoming events of this college. I
know that without them, you never
could go to press.
Our special thanks go to Miss
Charlene Shattuck fork her dailN
a

-4,4,444.4-44.44-44-’44r

Tickets on Sale Today for . . .
THE WORLD IS ROUND
by Salacrou
Performances December 6, 7, 12 - 14
College Theatre

Students 50c

General $1.00

Box Office Open 1 - 5 Daily

Don’t throw
your money
away when
you rent a
typewriter!

As a singer of "White Christmas," the lad from the hair -combedforward school is a double -dipped flop, but perhaps failure, after all.
’gives success its value.

I
Automat,

HAVE. YOU TRIED THELOUVRE
MISS TONES ?
MUSIC N1TELY
EXCEPT MONDAY
El El IN M1111110 MIN IN III III BP INS

;

554- W. SANTA CLARA
AT THE UNDEP.PASS
BESIDE THE MERMAID

131._00/4’S
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A&M
AUTO REPAIR
456 E
San Salrador
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Sh4dent itots

IMPROVE YOUR
LOOKS

Imported English Shoes
fully leather lined

as well as
your vision

Winthrop Shoes

with attractive glasses
from

Spalding

1h. Jack H. Chennell

REPORTERS

Shoes

orromF:TRIST

Lola Sherman, Patricia Kelly. Bunny Robinson, Robert Guth, Estella Co., Flo
Hrnilton,
Barbara
Ziebell
Barbara
Gruner. Anthony Tairevelle. Bill God.
fry, Ray Birch, Conrad Multer, John
Solornisio, John Adams, Gil Hood.
_
_

25+

South Second Street
Climes% 5-2747
Member of SPAR-TEN

MEN AND WOMEN

The coupon below
will enable you
to

$ 5 00

NEW MEMBERSHIP PLAN

Choose your
favorite brand

PER
MONTH

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK

OWN ANY TYPEWRITER

"Cei back int() Condition"
COURSE INCLUDES:
Towels

BUY ON TIME . . .

Weight Control Figure

FREE OF INTEREST
10 TIMES THE
TIME

FREE SERVICE

PAY FOR IT ONLY ONCE
EVERY 3 MONTHS
COME IN TODAY

Steam Rooms

Body Building
Contouring

Personal Instruction
24

Years’ Experience in the Bay Area

MOST MOD -RN AND BI

[QUIPPED C;I’M

IN SAN JOSE AREA!

WOMEN.

SEPARATE GYMS FOR MEN AND
Lo,ntlY ewneI 44.4 nearated

TO OBTAIN THE DETAILS ON THE

ONLY OFFER OF ITS KIND IN CALIFORNIA

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. SAN FERNANDO (Neat door to Calif. look Store)
CYpress 3-5283

CALIFORNIA PHYSICAL
CULTURE STUDIO
136 W. San Carlos

CY 5-9658

across from Cirir iuditairitine

Nommosomoki

990
6" 8"
wore to 10.95

Were to 12.95

wets to 14.95

great sayines now’ pre-holiday savings’ dress and
sports styles in black or brown, smooth leather or
grains .
heavy and lightweight styles ... a great
selection ... all great buys now!
chArge it conveniently at ...
BLOOM’S STORE FOR MEN, 71 South First Street, San Jose
Open Mondays and Thursdays to 9 p.m.

USF Scampers Past
Little Chico State

Light Lunches
Fountain Service

The University of San Francisco. ranked fourth in the United
Press national pre-season basketball ratings, stomped on little Chico State 74-31 Mtinday to give notice they plan UP live up to their
press notices.
Stanford also got its season off
to a good start by coasting to :in
easy 77-61 victory over COP.

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
Across The Street
From Student Union

DUTCH MILL
LUNCHEONETTE

Finest Pizza in the World
at

ti.c

183 EAST SAN FERNANDO

PIZZA GARDENS

Patronize Your ADVERTISERS

1347 McKEE ROAD
CY 2 9753
We cater to Parties

DINNER SPECIAL
BREADED VEAL CUTLETS or
HAMBURGER STEAK with BROWN GRAVY
SOUP
POTATOES
VEGETABLE
BREAD & BUTTER
Large Bottle of MA .IS

85c
ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE
545 S. 2nd St. Hours
CORONA

7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

UNDERWOOD

ROYAL

REMINGTON
1

.1pewn1teri
FOR RENT
Special Rental Rates for Students
FOR SALE
Used Standard and Portable Machines
Est. 1100

EASY

PAYMENT PLAN

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking

24 S. SECOND ST.

CYpress 3-6383

fl
’SHELL
THE GASOLINE WITH TCP.
Finest Automotive Maintenance
Excellent Lubrication
Fast, Courteous Service
Convenient
If you’re late for class, we’ll park your car for you

STATE SHELL SERVICE
CY 5-8968

98 SOUTH FOURTH
Across from Student Union

RESTYLE YOUR FIGURE
Guaranteed Results in 30 Days
REDUCE
YOUR
WAIST

REDUCE
YOUR
THIGHS

REDUCE
YOUR
HIPS

BUST DEVELOPMENT

In The Newest and Finest Gym in San Jose

San Jose Health Club
PERSONAL IMPROVEMENT FOR Wc))./EN
CY 7-3251
413 E. Santa Clara St.
ALSO STUDIOS AT 336 I4TH ST. OAKLAND

Jun.

MAYFAIR

SPARTAN
"OPERATION MADBALL"
Kathern Grant
Jack Lernrnon
"RESTLESS BREED"
Ann Bancroft
Scott Brady

2 BIG ONES!

SPARTAN DAILV-3

Wednesday. December 4, 1957

"OPERATION

MADBALL"

Uppercuts

Broncos Have But One Senior

big staff, tallied one TD on a
The Broncos base just one scnitin for the hardwood haul this year, three -yard push and halfback
hut he’s clever guard Gary Gillmor. COP offers cloud-touching LeRoy Fred Blanco stepped tun yards
for the other tally. Roth conWright 16-91, a Texas import who picked off 13 rebounds against
Stanford Monday night. Wright is a giant among Tiger pygmies, version attempts went astray.
however.
The Spartans completely domiLoyola is in crying-towel ccndition, and should duel COP for
nated first-half play, ’Which was
the Bas,,ment Barrel,
staged almost entirely in Hawaii
territory. Three times the winners
Remember...
cracked inside the Rainbow 10,
only to be held by the Hawaii de\ film regarding baseball rules fense.
Where the Hot Dog is King
will be shown tomorrow at 3:30
An interception by guard Jai
181 E. SANTA CLARA
, p.m. in room 201 of the Men’s Stewart set up SJS’ initial touchGym. According to coach Ed Sob- down. 9 26-yard pass from Dick
czak, the movie will be open to Vermeil to end Dan Colchico and
the public, with frosh and varsity two line shots by Chapman moved
CAR WASH
baseball participants asked speci- the ball to the 3. Chapman crack$1.00 WITH COUPON
fically to attend.
ed across in two pokes with 2:20
Rftquler
Pr,e SI 29
left in the third period to make
2 MINUTE CAR WASH
it 6-0.
225 N. MARKET ST,
Following a fourth -period Rain

Baseball Movies

Swim Meeting

Owl Shoe
Hospital

Froth and varsity swimmers
will hold their first meeting of
the season tomorrow at 4 p.m. at
Spartan pool, Coach Tom O’Neill
announced today. All interested
are
invited
to iattend.
s
re
mm
wst

Quality Workmanship

down?

Give thr,m a lift by

bringing tht m to use for complete repairs.
SOLES

IFOXNOW!

SAC2/alrOCA
’f-Kofe.
laNION

"Affair To Remember"
Deborah Kitrr
Cary Grant
pi.
"Helen of Troy"

mif’ OWN) IF
c.v.
7 - 30

0

"Most Noble Lady"
Starring Mach.lo Kyo
Times
"Full of Meonificnc"Paris Incident"

nowanor
muVirte
"111P4617

HEELS
DYEING
REMODELING
Service While You Waif

ticeri./10LE

’1111bk

WALLACE

-Ifts _DeviCs

-Hairpin_

plus "STOWAWAY GIRL"

1

Gridders End Season,
Stop Rainbows, 12-0

Are rur shoes tired and run

"PAL JOEY"
Frank Sinatra
Harcioilh
Kim Novak

Diaz Drives Cagers
Past Gators 67-56

!:.,
I
ttme be!
By RAND1E E. POE
unglued too often. Improve! came
Senior scoremaster Eddie Dial
ments must he mutt, ml SJS is to
took charge of a slumbering SJS
unfastenerke
lte;ft. I s near. Fridas night
B
five last night and steered the
’Spartans to a 67.56 cage victory
By RANDIE E. POE ... Sports Editor
DOUBLE DRIBBLES
’ over San Francisco State.
inches shorter titan BranA packed Spartan Gym audidrossed in new shorts and sneakers, is upon us again
-from. took down eight rebounds.
and its time to peek at the West Coast Athletic Conference, better ence watched the season opener
boating Branstrom and 6-3
for both teams.
known perhaps as the Dons Domicile.
Bob Larson on the boards
FitzUSF is still the cream and sugar of the loopand maybe the 1 The Gators, always up for SJS,
gerald, San Mateo ic whiz last
nationbut SJS might have one of its classiest teams. Coach Walt! delivered a noble performance beseason. arched nifty jump shots
McPherson’s cagers appet.r to be talented, although they do not fore wilting in the game’s last
which looked as if they might
three minutes. It was the adapstem ecio;ppici tc dislodgi kii Woolpert’s combo.
serape the ceiling at times . . .
table Diaz who cut SFS adrift.
Only One Don Starter Gone
Jack Clarke, a one-man public
DIAZ INSURES WIN
In the past three )1.4, I SF h., In Idea 11:0
re:t Imaginations
Eddie, a 5 ft. 10 in. mechanism.
address system. drew snickers
by grabbing two successisc
tallied 18 markers for high -point
’from the Gator bench for his hepbaubles, three California Basketglory, hitting a bucket and four
pcd-up cheering . . . SJS’ rooting
ball Assn. Inow the WCAC) titles
free throws in the final four minsection appeared to come alive
and exterminating 60 consecuthe
utes to insure the win.
last night, happy perhaps that thi
opponents. Woolpert appears to
Although he did not have one
have the physical tissue to fashof his best nights, timber -topper
I grid season is buried.
ion another sumptuous skein.
(0 ft. 7 in. Mary Branstrom
EDD IE DIAZ
still bucketed 16 markers for
. Only one starter (Mike PressOpen at I P.M.
WS. lie also eleaned the boards
Eau) is missing from last year’s
tween, made the furore 59-66
Pizzo with a "Personality"
for LS rebounds, high for both
Don machine which concocted a
with 3:05 to go.
clubs.
HOUSE OF PIZZA
22-7 record, won the Western ReThen. SFS locked up its offense
SFS, trailing just 28-29 at half- for the night.
gionals in the NCAA and finished
3/5 Almaden Ave., CY 7.9905
time, deadlocked the count at
third in the NCAA finals.
Charity flips iced it for the
Nee. ths Ciie
Auditorium
48-48 with less than nine minutes Spartans. Diaz meshed four. BranTwo USFers are of All-Amerto
play.
Jimmy
Caranica,
a
Tom
strom
two
and
Egeland
posted a
ican caliber.
Thumb 15 ft. 8 in.) freshman, pop- pair and SJS had a one-game winCoffee Date?
Mike Farmer, who may have
ped a jump shot to tie the score. ning streak on the fire.
performed on the Hilltop before
DIERKS DONUTS
SET OFF CHARGE
the earthquake, is a robot-rebounMARTINO HEADS SFS
This
bucket
set off a Spartan
der and clutch scorer. Big and
6AM to Il PM
hfartino’s 14 digits paced the
:barge, however, which brought Gators, with Gary Kenny filing 13
bulky (6-5, 2151, Farmer hit for
370 AUZERAIS STREET
the SJS margin to 57-53 with 4:10 and Ken Hansen netting 10. Little
337 ponts and a 12-point average
to play:.
last season.
Caranica was on the bench most of
MARV BRANSTROM
Don Rye added a free throw, the game hut tossed in nifse points,
Brown and His Copyright
Diaz wiggled loose. for a 10-foot hitting four of six field goal atGene Brown hit 333 tallies fiat a 15 -point average and is meshing jumper, Gil Egeland
II AVENLY FOOD
tossed in a tempts.
his copyright jump shot again this season. He maneuvers as well as set, and Branstrom
reeled off a
Arnie Ludquist turned in a good
FOR PARTIES
any college guard and plays excelknt defense.
delving hook to make it 55-51.
floor job for the Spartans during
Art Day (6-9) provides USF with rugged rebounding and his
PHONE: CY 3.1682
Al Martino sliced It to 55-55 his limited tenni.,
11.9-point average can’t be dismissed.
with a left-handed jumpshot but
Egeland had 13 points and
The other two spots will he anchored down by Fred La Cour Diaz came hack with a layup
Ned Fitreraid,
shiny prospect,
DINNERS a la carte
(6-5) and Al Dunbar 15-119,
for 57-53. Martino’s free toss
tahulat,d nine tallies for I he
from 5.1.30
La Cour, one of the nation’s most talked-about !mph prosand Floyd Glenn’s tip, with 1.’4v Winners,
pect, packs an awesome arsenal of offensive weapons. He uses
Bayshore at Julian
land’s jumper sandwiched heSpartan passing was sloppy for
both hands deftly, moves well and cleans the backboards with
vigor. If he batches this season, USE could easily move into the
"dream team" category.
Orrnrs
Head Chef
Dunbar, enemy coaches will be delirious to hear, is an "average"
Inn. & Poe We
Lou
operator.
The Spartans hope to weave a veteran team into a second -place
Pee Wee’s Pizza
’fabric. although St. Mary’s commands respect. SJS and the Gaels
945 THE ALAMEDA
should wail for the miner-up spot.
Unorthodox Eddie Diaz, priming the hoop for 393 points and
VARIETY OF PIZZAS
a 15 -point average last season, probably will be the Spartans’ ofTABLE SERVICE
The Spartans concluded their grid season Saturday night in
fensive leader, but lefty Gil Egeland (312 and 12) and Mary
OPEN S p
to 2 Frt. I Sat,
Honolulu with a 12-0 win cdnit Hawaii; U., although ripping winds
ItramIctrom (308 arid I TI nre eorn.ktent helpieits.
Sun.
6 p.m. to 12
and driving rain threatened to wash out 1t17
83,,ind
confect,
lose"
Branstrom Is Top Rebounder
p.m. to t10M. Th.
SJS out first-downed the Rainbows,
Slat -sized iti-7I Branstrom aS one of the country’s top rebound
only 53 yards rushing and minus 9 through the air. The Spartans ran
CT 7-5900
artists last season and could advance further by renouncing his "nice up 257 net yards. passing
for 1050
guy" tendencies.
and grinding out 152 over the bow punt, the Spartans went 45
A hotshot newcomer from San Mateo JC, Ned Fitzgerald, could
yards to paydirt. Chapman and
sloshy turf.
be a surprise, for McPherson. He needs to master SJS’ slow-speed
Coach Bob Titchenal’s charges Harvel Pollard picked up good
W. C. Lean Jewelers
.,ffense. however.
ended the season with a 3-7 re- yardage in marching SJS to the
Lean & Jung
The Gaels will nil.. team shepherd, Odell Johnson, hut hack
cord, averting what could have 12.
In harness are Lattoy Doss (14.8), Lou Ferrari, Dick Sigaty, AnBlanco skirted end with a
Years
in San ’Bose
55
been the school’s losingest season pitch -out
dy Sloan and Bobby Hold. A darkhorse Is soph Larry Brennen,
and was tackled at the
who doe. eerything well.
had SJS lost to Hawaii.
7.’ but he bulled over two plays
As a matter of fact, St. Mary’s has five of the firt six men reAl (senator) Chapman, hack Inter from
the 2, ending the scorturning from a team %l hiCh tied Santa Clara fir second last season. In the good graces of the coach- inv.

"JOKER IS WILD"

STUDIO
EL RANCHO
OMAR KHAYAM
Debra Paget
corm.’ Wilde
"3 FACES OF EVE"
Joanne Woodward
De.7d Wayne
"JAMES DEAN STORY"

cpartatt cpopt-o

LARK’S

Personal Instruction Only

94’1611S/1M

..... .

-

I dig
COOP COFFEE
the most’

4,1 Yea, In O. 1o.aran
119 SOUTH SECOND ST.
Son Jose
Open Thurs. ’CI 9 for your
consenlence

ECONo)MY HOT LUNCHES
HOT DOGS
HAMBURGERS
SANDWICHES
CAKE
ASSORTED SALADS
PIES
SNA LS
FOUNTAIN

HOUR TOWING SERVICE
i24
COMPLETE AUTO PAINTING

Jerry’s Body Shop
1

CYpress 7-7297
1617 POMONA AVENUE

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,
Dinner
7th & E. SANTA CLARA

SHANK’S
Drive -In Cleaners
2nd & San Carlos

JUDY’S CHEERFUL
orbetter but the BEST! ...

IT’S ALL OVER BUT THE
SWINGING sings Sammy
Davis as he swings Better
Luck Next Time, But Not
For Me, etc. He’s not good
or better hut the BEST! . .
Chris Connor has a lush
new album, I MISS YOU SO
Songs included are They
All Laughed, Mixed Emotions, Trust In Me (and
trust in COAST RADIO for
the best in music!) . . .
Mary Martin and John
Raitt have a tender bit of
advice for you gun Win’
gals and for guys who don’t
wish to be caught The reference is ANNIE GET YOUR
GUN from the broadway
show but this time the reference card is COAST
RADIO, 266 So. 1st and not
the library!
By Judy

Weidner,

IN BY 9:00 OUT
AT 5:00
at no etztt chatty.

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
BLANKETS . . . .90

for
the
CHRISTMAS Bride
Select from ow famous collection of matched bridal
pairs . . . only the hunt
dmmonds arid the most esrpirsite mountings are represented ... at prices that
reflect extraordinary value.
A Tradition for Quality
In SanJose

IN BY 9
OUT AT S
DRY CLEANERS
SHIRT LAUNDRY
ny

W.15.LyAN
ewe eri
N and JUNO
Sin --c’ lilol
First and Sail Fernando Ste.
In Dountown San ’lose

emerImmƒMONSIMMINIII61

"ANSI
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Sororities Busy With Plans
For Christmas test-iv/ties
tsitt of the six homes particiALPHA OMICRON Pl
Members of Alpha Omicron Pi pating in the annual Yuletide tour
will celebrate their Founder’s Day iif Christmas decorated homes on
this Sunday. Joimm: them in then Dee 8, which is sponsored by the
activities will be the chapter from an Jose State College Christian
University of (’alibi ma A brunch Association Jan Miller and Bettewill be served at the Fairmont pan Scott %%ill assist in decorating
Hotel. Dime Chenoacth has been the house.
A Christmas Dance will be held
chosen as one of the finalist in
the Theta Chi Di ’am Girl con- on Dec. 13 at the house under the
chairmanship of Marlene Brantest.
din.
DELTA GAMMA
The Delta Gammas are planning KAPPA DELTA
Betty Faye Moore pledged Kapthe annual Christmas Party for
underprivileged children, along’ pa Delta Monday night and rewith the Pi Kappa Alphas and ceived her first degree pin. A
scholarship dinner is planned for
Kappa Alphas.
Dec. 12 with Karen Parkinson
DEI.T a /Via
NVilliam Blair, as chairman.
The v.. r,
Kappa Delta is being %isited by
director rat In -twiner. XX I 20),
which includes northern Califor- Mrs. Melvin Stuparich, province
nia. is the guest of the Delta Zeta president, on Dec. 9, 10 and 11 for
the annual inspection tour.
house.
Cleo Diacomis is currently in KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
the Theta Chi Dream Girl con-1 Sue Bruckner now presides as
the new president of the pledge
test.
class at Kappa Kappa Gamma.
GAMMA PHI BETA
The Gam’ -.. Phi Beta house will Other officers are %ice president,
Lois Haight; secretary, Nicki
Jenks; treasurer, Virginia GoldBungalow Fountain smith: social chairman, Sally
Reed: song chairman, Brooke
Fiat Food - Reasonable Prices
Shebley; Big -Little Sister. Sue
Imisliast Lynch Dieser
Balkan; program chairman, Ann
Daily 6:30-7.00. - Sun. 7.00-2:00
PurfrOs; scrapbook chairma n.
Cindy Ansley: activities chairman.
Career 9th & William!
Ziska Baum: scholarship chairman, Sheila O’Brian; Junior Panhellenic. Muriel Leonard: house
HI -WAY MOTEL
chairman, Colette Zumback; cal60 Unih and Apriments
endar chairman, Marcia Olsen:
Coffee Shop Restaurant
Heated Swimming Pool
and public relations. Bobbi Brown.
Fre TV ...id Room Phonies
The pledge class of Kappa Kap2112 S. FIRST STREET
pa Gamma and Alpha Tau Omega
had an exchange on Nov. 23 at
the 11th street Kappa house. It
consisted of singing. dancing and
refreshments.
96f um HitliRnDO (4.2750
PHI MU
RENT A TYPEWRITER
Phi Mus are honoring their new
SPECIAL STUDENT
housemother, Mrs. Margaret
RATE. 3 MONTHS V
Adams, with a tea on Sunday. A
dinner exchange is planned with
184 Club tonight. The Christmas
JACK BLAKE’S
philanthropy, under the direction
of Marie Richit. will consist of
Hair Styling
entertaining residents of the
EXPERT IN STYLE CUTTING
Brandon Home at the chapter
house.
CT 74485 497 S. 2ed ST. SIGMA KAPPA
Sigma Kappas are planning their
annual amorgasboard dinner to be
Dress The Part . . . . held at the chapter house on this
Sunday. Faculty members and
their families are invited to attend. SMOrEaebOard is the re-enactment of a Scandinavian Christmas. Jean Holmes and Jean Jett
are co-chairmen of the event.

HEIMED9

an

in clothes for formal or fling
CD.S7UMES CR
MODERN DRESS AT THE

COSTUME RENTAL
SHOP
CT 7-4809

46 Race Street

HAPPY LANDINGS IN

7Igi4
SKI

I

Fraternities Plan Programs for Holidays

ALPHA TAI ()MEG t
The brothers of Alpha Tau Omega will have an exchange with
Kappa Kappa Gamma on Dec. 11.
Plans are also being made for
i the annual ATO Christmas dance
Ito be held this year at the Sheraton-Palace Hotel, with big name
guests expected to appear, according to Dave Warren, publicity
chairman.

PHI SIGMA KAY’. ’s
The brothers of l’i.. -agma Kappa are holding an exchange ,1111
Alpha Chi Omega tonight.
A coffee hour will be held at
the San Jose Women’s Club for
the Moonlight Girl contestants on
Dec. 11,
Phi Sigs plan to have their annual Christmas party at the Hotel
St. Claire from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. on
Dec. 13. Each couple will buy a
DELTA UPSILON
present for the feminine half of
An exchange with Alpha Phi will another couple, according to Paul
, be held tonight by the brothels of Bush, publicity chairman.
Delta Upsilon.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
A dinner at the Cal chapter
Many of the Pi Kappa Alphas
house proceeding the Cal-SJS bas- will journey to Oakland this comketball game is scheduled this ing Friday evening for an exFriday. A party will be held after- change with Mills Hall ofMills
College.
wards with the Cal DUs.
An exchange dinner will take
Plans are under way for the
annual Christmas exchange with place tonight at the Chi Omega
Gamma Phi Beta for underprivi- and PiKa houses,
Several of the brothers were enleged orphans on Dec. 17.
tertained over the Thanksgiving
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
holidays by Dr, Boris Gregory,
’The annual Christmas formal of chapter adviser and head of the
the Lambda Chi Alpha house is modern language department.
to be this Friday night at the
SIGMA CHI
Brookdale Lodge for the actives.
A trip to University of Califorpledges and alumni and their nia
for the basketball game is
dates. It will start following a pre- being
arranged by Sigma C h i
dance party at the home of Ken
O’Neil in Saratoga

MEETINGS

Club Goes South

Several members of the 1st
Alpha (’hi Epsilon, meeting, to Club. a social organization. jean
neyed to Southern California I.
night. 7:30. Room A5, John V.
DeVincenzi, assistant professor of celebrate Thanksgiving with Rudy
art, will speak on Christmas favors Vallee. a member of Ulna Alter.
Epsilon.
and ideas.

TOGS

PARKAS
From 12.95
PANTS
From 13.95

THETA XI
Dick Jones, traveling secretary
for Theta Xi on the natiohal level,
is now staying at the chapter house
at San Jose,

SIGMA NU
The collection of toys for the
Christmas Party for underprivileged children with Alpha Chi
Omega is the big thing on the
agenda for Sigma Nu. The party
will be held on Dec. 8.
Ilaonly Foods on Dec. 7 will be
the scene for a dance for the
brothers and their dates.
Jerry Belled was named outstanding pledge of the spring semester.

For your losthar craft supplies
and for all your hobby and craft
is coma in and sett us soon . .

Jr,

s p

5L1 X

HUSTON’S
HOBBY SHOP

SALES

293 S. FIRST STREET
Neo to Alpine Cafe
-OPENMon. Thurs.- Fri -9-9
Tues.-Wed.-Sat.-9-6

SIGMA PI
Sigma Pi will hold a pot luck
dinner at the new house Saturday for the alumni, actives and
guests. A dance will follow the
dinner in honor of t he newly

RENTALS

OAKLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN JOSE
BERKELEY

75 SOUTH 2nd
Phone

CYpross 4-2323

CooxPer

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

$1.00

III

Alpha Delta Sigma, important
business meeting, tonight, 7:30,
J101. Anyone interested in ADS
is urged to attend.
Amateur Radio C 1 u b-WSTaw
meeting to plan for handling of
Christmas messages and club
picnic, Thursday, 2 p.m., Student
Union. Class in amateur radio
theory and code, tonight, 7, E119.
AWS, meeting, today, 4:30 p.m.,
Engineering Lecture Hall, Dhyana
Sodjono, freshman from Indonesia,
will talk and show slides.
Co-Rae., community s in g. tonight, 7:30, Women’s Gym. Other
Co-Roe activities will be offered as
usual.
Eta Epsilon, meeting tonight. 7,
1114.
German Club, meeting, tonight,
7, Room 18, Building 0.
Neuman Club, regular meeting
followed by "Question Box" led by
Father John S. Duryea, tonight,
8:30, Newman Hall.
Sanitary Science Society, general business meeting, tonigh t.
7:30, Room S309.
Senior Panhellenic, meeting, tonight. 7, 11E44.
Sophomore Class, Frosh-Soph
Mixer Committee meeting, today,
2:30 p.m.. Student Union.
Spartan Twirlers, to
and
square dancing, tonight. 8 to 10.
Room 22; Women’s Gym.
Student "Y." meeting, tonight,
Student "Y." All members
I7:30,
requested to be present.
Tau Delta Phi, meeting, tonight.
7:30, tower.
WAA Hockey, today. 4:30 p.m.,
Women’s Gym.
’ yen Leader Tryouts, tonight,
l 7:30, Morris Dailey Auditorium.

Tonight the contestants in the
Itamtt1 alumni club and the alumni wives club. More than 45 Cinderella Girl Contest will be
couples are expected to attend the honored guests at the house. On
Dec. 10 the girls will also be guests
function.
of the house to acquaint them with
THETA CHI
contest. Then on Dec. 14, the
Plans for this weekend at Theta the
Cinderella Girl will be determined
Chi include a dinner with Alpha
Delta Pi sorority at Cal before the when one of the contestants selects
Cal-SJS basketball game. The Cal the box containing the glass slipTheta Chis have invited the local Pers.
chapter to attend the apache dance
Saturday night.

this Friday night It is a date atfair with an after-game party
scheduled with the Sigma Chis of
Cal.
I The alumni -active dance of Sigma Chi will be held Dec. 13. It
is an annual affair with Sigma Chi
chapters in the Bay Area attending.
Final plans have been act down
for the orphans’ Christmas Party
to be held Dec. 18 at the house.
Semi-finalists in the Sweetheart
of Sigma Chi contest will also attend.

ON ANY PURCHASE
$1 25 OR MORE

Ed Eby. Florist
525 E. Santa Clara

The 11riginal Home

UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSION
HOWARD TOUR
5 4 - DAY T 0 U R ... only *499
STEAMSHIP SPACE AVAILABLE
Consult:
MRS. We LAFOLLETTE
171 S. lift Street

Where the most complete

collection of these
incomparable dresses
can be seen daily

San Jose, Calif.
Cy ).8142

ONLY *25 DEPOSIT

10 to 5:30

COrnalefely Refundable at Any Ttore

1749 PARK AVENUE

CYpress 7 1508

Jilate Ae4 a
a AWIDIND Mainem!
Yes, this year make its diamond Christmas! Let your gift be one that will
be treasured for all time. And that is exactly what it will be wheel you
choose from the magnificent selection of diamonds at Proctor’s:
You will be thrilled by the beauty and artistry of each ring. And you
will be delighted with the new low prices and outsianding values. Never
before have we been able to offer so much. Rings with many diamonds, and
rings with fewer but larger diamonds. Rings to delight every taste!
Punter’s invite you to use your credit. Take up ee a full year to pay.
No interest or extras. Ley-euay your selection NOW-for Christmas.

CHOOSE FROM .14extois
MAGNIFICENT SELECTION

Me *toaViedit-reneftestient &mut

GREATEST VALUES IN TOWNI

YOUR
A 11.4S SHOPPING
1 ...

DO

ART MARTINEZ
Pendleton Shirts
Always Virgin Wool

from 11.95
DOWNTOWN
161 SOUTH FIRST

Pebble Beach Sweaters
3-Hol,. Crew Neck

and

and Cardigan

VALLEY FAIR

from 8.95

Eves;sus ’TI! Xmas

Lanier Shirts
Icy League and
Italian Roll Collar

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR ILLN1
kitch
Private Room for- Moi,
priv linen. $22. 633 S. 5th St.__
3 Bedroom Apta near college
available Late. 20. ’,len only CY 47803.
New completely fisrstished apartments. Will accommodate groups
of 3 or 4 students. 452 S. Fourth
St. Girls preferred. Please call Mr.
John Di Manto CH 3-3282.
Men, large clean room, good beds.
Desks, linens laundered, shower.
TV. phone, kitchen pm. $25 mo.
277 N 5th St . after 5 p.m.
I’rii. Room tor NEN,. 525. ligs
After 7 P.M.

from 3.95

WHEN IT COrafS TO
DIAMONDS’

Nagger Slacks

oR SALM

Icy League and Pleats

’37 Ford Pickup, Ifyd. Brakes, Col.
shift. $85. l’Y 7-1987.

YOu it DO IIPST

WANTED

Art Martinez

Wanted male students to share 3
bdrm. home with 2 others. $40 ,
per month. 894 S. 8th St.
--Room to share with girl sst,i.i,nt.
Kitchen privileges. 46 S. 5th.

r

15(11101 feline! Tee

Al
PROCTOR’S

from 12.95

Wanted -Typing of aU kinds reasonable rates. 487 N. 2nd. CT
2-0772.

Prices

Shop "

Men’s Wear

and Thursday

Niglits

NO MONEY DOWN

Cs, le

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

Cs p

88 S. SECOND STREET

I

91 SOUTH FIRST STREET i
I

- ewelets

